Data Subject Access and Deletion
Request Services
Have you received a subject access or deletion request?
We will quickly, eﬃciently and comprehensively deal with it
for a flat fee, using our experienced team and custom
software platform.
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Service Overview
TIMELY, COMPREHENSIVE SUBJECT ACCESS AND
DELETION REQUEST RESPONSE.
FLAT, ONE-OFF FEE BETWEEN £1,000 AND £5,000.

Ensure a comprehensive response across terabytes of data
We use our Data X-Ray tool to bring the relevant sources across
your data landscape together in one place. We come to your
site or connect remotely to structured and unstructured data
sources, on premise or in the cloud, across multiple
applications.

Build a case file of relevant data in hours not weeks
After connecting to the relevant sources, we will carry out
an iterative search for data relevant to the data subject. Any
data that is found is put into a case file and can
subsequently be exported.

Easily delete or export relevant files for final SAR
response
After the case file is built, we export relevant files for an
access request response and/or work with your team to
schedule files and records for deletion.
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Examples

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES
A powerful service that ensures eﬀective, timely, and comprehensive
responses for subject access and deletion requests under data
privacy regulations such as GDPR/CCPA.

Subject Access Request (SAR)
GDPR, CCPA, and other data privacy regulations require
companies to respond to data subject access requests in a
short period of time.
Finding individual data elements that are relevant to a specific
data subject across the multitude of data sources that your
organization manages is a challenge. Today most of the data
discovery work in SAR responses is undertaken manually, on
an ad hoc piecemeal basis. The result is that some companies
are expending hundreds of work-hours and/or tens of
thousands in advisor fees on gathering often incomplete data
about a Data Subject.
With Ohalo’s Subject Access and Deletion Request Response
Services, we can comprehensively take care of those requests
in hours, not days or weeks, through our Data X-Ray tool
which fully automates the request response process.

Subject Data Deletion Requests
Data Deletion Requests are even more challenging than access requests since it requires not
only identifying current data but then deleting it while also worrying about other regulatory,
internal workflow, and referential integrity requirements that relate to the data in question.
Ohalo will come to your company with the Data X-Ray to automatically find data to be
deleted. We will work with your team to understand workflow requirements and then tag that
data for various downstream workflows, such as setting a retention period, deleting the data,
or scheduling other company-specific actions.
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What it takes to get started

SAR FULFILLMENT TIMELINE AND PRICING
Rolled out in an hour, responses in minutes.
IT provisioning and Data X-Ray install (1 hour)
The first step is to install the Data X-Ray. If you are only searching
cloud services, this can be done in seconds on Ohalo’s
infrastructure. If you need to search on premise sources, Ohalo will
send you a guide to provision a computer. The application can either
be run in JVM (Linux OS preferred) or in Docker.
After that, Ohalo will coordinate with your compliance/legal and IT
departments to integrate the various datasources to be searched.
Initial classification and search to build a case file for
export (minutes to hours)
Ohalo will build a machine learning algorithm tuned to your
company’s data types (ex: finding company-specific
customer numbers) and carry out a pre-scan of the data.
This can take anywhere for a minute or two to a couple of
hours, depending on the amount of data to be scanned.
Ohalo will then carry out an iterative search across your
datasources for data about the data subject in question and
vastly reduce false positives by pre-filtering data using our
natural language processing technology.
Export data or tag for deletion. Build a report to show
the data subject, regulators, and partners your data
management best practices (seconds)
Clients and partners need to trust you to properly take care
of their data. The Data X-Ray will build you a report that
shows exactly what was scanned and what data was found
to protect you against future action.
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Security On Premise or in the Cloud
TOTAL SECURITY FOR YOUR DATA
www.ohalo.co
Customized
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networking and security,
support for enterprise datasource types, and API access

Support for enterprise grade datasources
In addition to the datasources you get with our cloud
version, you also have access to native support for HDFS,
Azure Blobs, AWS RDS, Windows file systems, and more.
All deployed in your own environment so you can be sure
your data is secured.
On premise and private cloud support
A modern enterprise will have a diversity of data sources
that power their bottom line. Ohalo’s connectors support
both cloud and on premise from a single solution so you
can easily monitor your cloud object storage and your
internal databases with a couple button clicks.

Continuing the data governance journey
If you prefer to keep the Data X-Ray instead of shutting it
down at the end of a particular subject access or deletion
request activity, you can sign up to one of our Data X-Ray
subscription plans to power your data governance on an
ongoing basis.
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Create Order of Data Chaos
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Ohalo is his second company in the
compliance space. Before making
the jump to building companies, he
was fortunate to work in many areas
of finance at companies such as
MUFJ Morgan Stanley.

Alistair brings experience from
academia including building
distributed network applications,
machine learning, and visual
analytics. He went to Georgia
Tech and holds a Masters and
Doctorate degree.

Before he made the switch into tech
Ed spent several years practising
regulatory law (including data privacy
and competition law) at UK Magic
Circle firms and in government at the
UK Treasury.
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